About Synergy WorldWide

Synergy WorldWide, led by Founder and CEO
Dan Higginson, is a world leader in health and
anti-aging products. The highly capable team of
executives has more than 70 years of combined
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Viper snake venom and is heralded as an effective
alternative to existing cosmetic treatment
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procedures.

established a proven track record of success in
markets around the world. Synergy WorldWide is
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This technology, along with other powerful
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active ingredients in the TriAction™ Skin
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Solutions System, begins working immediately

and personal care products.

and continues working over time to restore and
maintain skin’s youthful appearance.

For more information, contact:

1955 West Grove Parkway • Suite 100
Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062
www.synergyworldwide.com
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TriAction Skin Serum

take a toll on your skin. Fight back

targets expression related lines and

with advanced science found in the

wrinkles to achieve a smooth, even skin

TriAction™ Skin Solutions System.

surface. Skin looks and feels younger

Featuring Synergy Venom Technology,

and healthier

TriAction™ integrates three products
that perform three key actions within
the skin to attack the visible signs of
aging fast and achieve lasting results.
TriAction Eye Concentrate

Action
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F ILL

Micro-filling spheres
penetrate the epidermis,
re-hydrate with skin’s
natural moisture, swelling
and filling in lines and
wrinkles.
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Bio-mimetic ingredients
stimulate the production
of collagen and elastin
and reorganize these
fibers to re-densify the
dermis.
Neuro-cosmetic ingredients target receptor sites
deep within the skin to
dramatically reduce the
appearance of expression related lines and
wrinkles.

targets all visible signs of aging around the
eye area to achieve a beautiful, contoured
appearance. Crow’s feet seem to vanish,
firmness is restored, under eye dark circles fade
away and puffiness diminishes.

TriAction Skin Complex

targets noticeable aging in multiple
skin layers with instant and continuous
effects to achieve a lifted, firm
appearance. As resiliency is enhanced
and firmness is improved, skin gets a
boost of youthful radiance.

Instant Results... Enduring Beauty
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